DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. 780, s. 2016

TO: Chief Education Supervisors, SGOD and CID
Education Program Supervisors
Public Schools District Supervisors
Secondary and Elementary School Heads

FROM: DEE D. SILVA, CESO V1
Schools Division Superintendent /

SUBJECT: ONE-DAY ORIENTATION ON THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
OF EPS/PSDS/SCHOOL HEADS ON THE CULTURE-
RESPONSIVE/ANCESTRAL DOMAIN-BASED PREPARATION
OF SCHOOL IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (SIP)

DATE: December 12, 2016

1. This hereby informs the field that there will be a ONE-DAY ORIENTATION ON THE
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE OF EPS/PSDS/SCHOOL HEADS ON THE CULTURE-
RESPONSIVE/ANCESTRAL DOMAIN-BASED PREPARATION OF SCHOOL
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (SIP) on December 16, 2016 at DASURBACO Building,
near Prangel's, Magsaysay Street, Digos City.

2. The said activity objectivizes to orient and capacitate EPSs, PSDSs, and School Heads on
the Technical Assistance on the correct and thorough preparation and implementation of
an Ancestral Domain/Culture-Responsive-based School Implementation Plan with
respect to the Indigenous Peoples Education Program Framework as a Social Contract
and a Platform of Cooperation between the IPs/ICCs and the Department of Education-
Digos City.

3. The participants are advised to observe DO 9, s.2005, “Instituting Measures to Increase
Time-On-Task and Ensuring Compliance Therewith” while they are out for the activity.
4. The participants in the activity are the following:

- 36 Elementary School Heads
- 7 Secondary School Heads
- 10 Education Program Supervisors
- 10 Public Schools District Supervisors
- 5 Teachers as IPEd Support Team

1. Geoffrey S. Andrade – Ruparan ES
2. Joy Jean A. Mabandos – Bina ES
3. Ailin Joy Almacin – Bagumbuhay ES
4. Jave Endar – DiCNHS (Main)
5. Lorelai Oding – Don Mariano Marcos ES

- 4 (SDS, Chiefs of SGOD and CID, and 1 HRTD)
- 1 IPEd Division Focal Person

5. Travel, meals, snacks and other expenses relative to the activities are chargeable to/reimbursable from the IPEd-Program Support Fund 2016 (Division-downloaded), subject to the usual auditing and accounting rules and regulations.

6. For dissemination and compliance.
4. The participants in the activity are the following:

- 36 Elementary School Heads
- 7 Secondary School Heads
- 10 Education Program Supervisors
- 10 Public Schools District Supervisors
- 5 Teachers as IPeEd Support Team

1. Geoffrey S. Andrade – Ruparan ES
2. Joy Jean A. Mabandos – Binaton ES
3. Ailyn Joy Almacin – Bagumbuhay ES
4. Jave Endar – DiCNHS (Main)
5. Lorelai Oding – Don Mariano Marcos ES

- 4 (SDS, Chiefs of SGOD and CID, and 1 HRTD)
- 1 IPeEd Division Focal Person

5. Travel, meals, snacks and other expenses relative to the activities are chargeable to/reimbursable from the IPeEd-Program Support Fund 2016 (Division-downloaded), subject to the usual auditing and accounting rules and regulations.

6. For dissemination and compliance.